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Temple Way House, Narrow Plain, Bristol. Archaeological Trial Excavation



Summary A trial excavation, involving two archaeological trenches, was undertaken on land currently occupied by Temple Way House, former HQ of Clerical and Medical Insurance, sited adjacent to Narrow Plain and Cheese Lane, Bristol, (centred at NGR 359490 172910). The project was commissioned and funded by CEREP Bristol Limited Partnership and undertaken in accordance with a Specification for Archaeological Evaluation prepared by CgMs Consulting and submitted to and approved by the Archaeological Officer for Bristol City Council. The trenches (Trenches 1 and 2) were located in order to provide a representative sample of the subterranean deposits preserved on the site and to determine if significant buried archaeological deposits and structures were present. A preceding desk-based assessment carried out by CgMs Consulting concluded that the site had low potential for the survival of significant archaeology other than that relating to post-medieval and modern periods (Pugh 2006).



Trench 1 The earliest archaeological deposits identified were recorded in Trench 1 overlying the natural alluvium, the th th surface of which was reached at c. 6 m aOD. The nature of these deposits, dated to the 17 and early 18 centuries by an assemblage of stratified pottery, appears consistent with activity associated with the consolidation of the natural marsh by means of a series of dumped deposits that included domestic rubbish and quantities of industrial waste. Some minor structural activity of broadly contemporary date is suggested by the presence of a wall foundation (W.129) that cut the earlier stratified deposits and an indeterminate shallow soil feature (C.128) cut into the surface of the natural alluvium. A small posthole located immediately adjacent to C.128, although aceramic, appeared to be contemporaneous. Subsequent deposits and structures recorded in the southern end of Trench 1 included part of a masonry and brick-built structure of possible industrial function, perhaps part of a kiln or furnace (Structure B), provisionally th th dated to the 18 to 19 century. A later structure, Structure A, revealed at the northern end of the trial trench th seems to correspond well with Ashmead’s 19 century plan of the area and is likely to reflect remnants of the residential premises shown therein. These structures, along with the earlier deposits, were subsequently truncated, in the 1970s, by foundation piling during the construction of Temple Way House.



Trench 2 The earliest archaeological deposits revealed in Trench 2 produced no definitive dating but did yield fragments th of brick of probable 18 century type. A subsequent series of large masonry structures and associated deposits appeared to reflect remnants of industrial structures, built on the north side of a large retaining wall. A successive phase of industrial activity was indicated by a brick structure, aligned parallel to the retaining wall and perpendicular to a larger stone-built culvert. Dating evidence for these probable industrial structures is th th limited although their fabric suggests that they relate to 18 -19 century industrial buildings, some possibly to an Iron Foundry shown on Ashmead’s plan of 1855. th



Subsequent deposits and structures of 19 century and later date in Trench 2 indicate partial demolition and backfilling or levelling of the industrial structures with industrial waste. Modern activity was represented by a concrete surface and modern pile cap. th



th



Both trenches exposed archaeological deposits and structures of late 17 to 20 century date pertaining to the reclamation and increasing industrialisation of the study area. Overall the character of activity represented appears consistent with documentary evidence, although the detailed character of the structures identified, in particular the suggested industrial structures, could not have been predicted from documentary sources alone. th



No evidence was located to suggest significant human activity on the site prior to the late 17 century. None of the archaeological deposits or finds located in the trial trenches are considered to be of National Importance (DoE; 1990). Furthermore, none of the deposits or structures identified in the trenches appears to be of sufficient quality or importance to justify preservation in-situ at the expense of development.
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Introduction



At the time of the project the study area, centred at NGR 359490 172910 and located at the junction of Narrow Plain and Cheese Lane, Bristol, BS2 (figures 1 and 2), was occupied by Temple Way House, a multi-storey office block and undercroft carpark constructed in the 1970s that had, until very recently, been used as the HQ of Clerical and Medical Insurance Group. The site lies at between 10 m and 9 m aOD on the northeast bank of the River Avon in an area that th historically, prior to the construction of the Floating Harbour in the early 19 century, was located on its flood plain. This is reflected in the underlying geology of the site, which consists of Redcliffe Sandstone Formation and Mercia Mudstone overlain by alluvium and organic rich clay and silt tidal deposits (Geological Survey of Great Britain 2004, Sheet 264). The Archaeological Officer for Bristol City Council required that a programme of archaeological investigation be undertaken on the site and the results made available in order to inform the planning process as a condition of the planning consent (Local Authority Reference: 07/03567/F). The results of preliminary archaeological documentary research undertaken by CgMs Consulting (Pugh, 2006) indicated that a second stage of investigation on the site, comprising evaluation by trial excavation, was justified. The developer, CEREP Bristol Limited Partnership, subsequently commissioned the Avon Archaeological Unit Limited to carry out the trial excavation work. The main objective of the archaeological evaluation was to establish the potential for the survival of significant subterranean archaeological features, structures and deposits and to assess the character, quality and extent of such, if identified. The work, Bristol Urban Archaeological Database (BUAD 4440), was undertaken at the request of Bristol City Council in accordance with guidelines set out in Planning Policy Note 16 (DoE; 1990, PPG16) and a Specification for Archaeological Evaluation prepared by CgMs Consulting (Lord; 2008) approved by Bob Jones, Archaeological Officer for Bristol City Council. The archaeological programme of work was carried out over a period of ten working days, st commencing on February 21 , 2008 and followed by a further two weeks of post-excavation, processing, report writing and compilation of the site archive. The project archive, which includes all site records, drawings, photographs and finds will be temporarily stored at the premises of the Avon Archaeological Unit Limited, Avondale Business Centre, Woodland Way, Kingswood, Bristol BS15 1AW. The archive will ultimately be deposited at Bristol City Art Gallery and Museum under the accession number BRSMG 2008/18.
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Methodology



Two evaluation trenches (Trenches 1 and 2, figures 2 and 3) were excavated by machine using a toothless grading bucket at selected locations, Trench 1 in the undercroft carpark and Trench 2 in a small patch of open ground at the south of the site between the Sandwharf building and Temple House. For archaeological recording purposes each trench was allocated a unique set of contextbased record numbers (e.g Trench 1 - Context 100 onwards, etc.). The location of the trenches was related to the National Grid using the appropriate Ordnance Survey sheet for the area and levelled to a nearby bench mark (9.45 m aOD) located on the entrance to Pip ‘n’ Jay’s Church (figure 2). Recording was undertaken using standard Avon Archaeological Unit Limited context-based record sheets. Significant archaeological features, structures and deposits were photographed and scaled drawings made as appropriate. Artefacts recovered during the trial excavation were bagged and marked with the appropriate context number and subsequently removed for in-house processing and specialist assessment where necessary.
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Archaeological and Historical Background
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Although no intrusive archaeological work has been previously undertaken within the study area, documentary, cartographic and aerial photographic sources pertaining to the site were examined during a preceding desk-based assessment (Pugh, 2006). The key results of the research are summarised as follows:  No prehistoric, Roman or Saxon/early medieval remains are recorded either from or in close proximity to the study area. The nearest evidence associated with these periods was represented by three Bronze Age axes and a fragmented sword blade salvaged some 450 m west of the present study area, near Bristol Bridge. A number of Romano-British pottery sherds were also recovered from archaeological excavations at Redcliffe (BaRAS, 2003 - BUAD Event 3938), c. 500 m to the south.  Early cartographic sources indicate that the study area was located in marshland both up to and throughout the medieval period and contemporary maps of 1581 (Hoefngale) and 1673 th (Millerd) show that the study area lay undeveloped as open land until the later 17 century.  By 1673 the line of Cheese Lane had been established (BUAD 640M and 1268M) and two limekilns (BUAD 638) built on land immediately west of the study area. Development of the study area itself, however, started in earnest in 1742, by which time John Roques’s map shows the site occupied from Narrow Plain to the river. A limekiln is also depicted in the southwest corner of the site, presently occupied by the Sandwarf building (figure 2), but has clearly been levelled by the time of Barnett’s map of 1780.  Cartographic, documentary and archaeological evidence demonstrates that the study area lay adjacent to intensive post-medieval activity; with limekilns, brick kilns, glasshouses (BUAD 639M), breweries and public houses all existing nearby, but only three structures are recorded within the study area itself; a limekiln annotated on Rocque’s map of 1742 (not mentioned in the th th SMR), an 18 -19 century iron foundry (BUAD 1626M), shown on Ashmead’s 1829 map located in the southern of the site adjacent to the floating harbour, and a brewery of broadly similar date (BUAD 1627M), depicted on the First Edition Ordnance Survey.  The study area appears to have remained largely unchanged from Ashmead’s plan of 1874 through to the 1884 Edition of the Ordnance Survey, save for the addition of a further iron foundry sited at the corner of Cheese Lane and Narrow Plain, and remained so until the construction of Temple Way just after World War II. Thereafter throughout the 1950s and 1960s, a succession of residential houses, warehouses and coal yards occupied the site.  Temple Way House was built in the mid 1970’s and subsequent additions, including the construction of the Sandwharf building, formerly occupied by a sand yard, were made during the early 1980’s.  Excavations carried out immediately west of the present study area in 2001 by Bristol and Region archaeological Services (NGR ST 5942 7291), located both the cone and other parts of a th th previously unknown glassworks that had operated on the site during the late 17 and early 18 centuries; the earliest recorded example of a glassworks in Bristol. The same excavation demonstrated how over the next three centuries a complex series of industrial buildings associated with the manufacture of glass, copper, zinc and lead had existed on the site; reclaimed in the th middle of the 17 century from a tidal riverbank by the construction of a river wall.
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Trial Excavation



4.1



Trench 1 Figures 2, 3.1 & 3.2, Plates 1 & 2, Appendices I-III
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Trench 1 was opened in the undercroft carpark of Temple Way House and measured 19.20 m long and 2.30 m wide. It was excavated to a maximum depth of 3 m below the current ground surface (5.95 m aOD) at which depth the top of undisturbed natural deposits was reached. The top of the surviving archaeology was reached at c.7.80 m aOD. General Stratigraphy The removal of 420 mm concrete/scalpings and up to 1.40 m of recent made ground deposits (Contexts 112, 114, 135, 136, 139, 148 and 156) revealed a number of modern concrete pile caps (Cuts 111, 138 and 146) and services (Contexts 105,106, 134 etc.) all of which were directly associated with Temple Way House. Two further structures (Structures A and B) and a series of deposits (Contexts 147, 149, 118-126) that predated them were also exposed and are described below.



Plate 1: Trench 1: the undercroft carpark, viewed from the south



The undisturbed natural sandy clay substrate (Deposit 130) was reached 3 m below the existing ground surface at approximately 5.95 m aOD.



Archaeological Features and Deposits The remains of a former structure (Structure A, figure 3.1) was recorded at the northern end of Trench 1 at a depth of c. 7.32 m aOD. Built from poured concrete and cement brickwork (Context 107), the structure extended beyond the north and eastern boundaries of the trial trench. Two shallow formwork sleeper walls (S.165 and S.166) appeared to define one corner of the structure, the base of which declined gently northwards toward an integral drain (108) located at the juncture of S.165 and S.166 (plate 2). The southern boundary of Structure A was represented by a narrow brick and cement bonded wall (S.115) that appeared to form the southern boundary of Structure A, the eastern side of which was subsequently destroyed by the construction of rubble filled feature F.154 and modern pile cap C.111(plate 2, right).



F.102 C.111



S.166 Formwork 107



Drain 108 F.154 S.165



Plate 2: Trench 1, Structure A, viewed from the southeast



S.158 S.161



S.162



S.142



The second structure (Structure B, figure 3.1) was located at the southern end of the trench, at a depth of between 7.80 m and 7.76 m aOD, and appeared to comprise a number of constituent parts. Two brick surfaces, each bonded with grey, lime-based mortar (S.161 and S.162) were located either side of a rectangular slot (S.158), some 350 mm wide. The slot, possibly a flue, was filled with mixed rubble and brick, bonded with mortar identical to that observed in S.161, S.162 and S.142. A further stretch of contemporary masonry, S.142, butted S.158, although too little was exposed to determine its overall form.



A further wall (S.153, figure 3.1), sited perpendicular to Structure B, appeared to be associated with it, however, any relationship between the two had been destroyed by the construction of modern pile cap C.146 and service S.134. Plate 3: Trench 1, Structuredeposits B, viewed from the northeast The earliest exposed in Trench 1 were revealed in a central deeper cutting (Sondage 1) and represented by a stratified sequence (Sondage 1; Contexts 118 – 126, figure 3.2, see Appendix III for full description) comprising sandy clays with varying amounts of rubble, animal bone, clinker and industrial residues, which together appeared to reflect a series of dumped deposits, both domestic and industrial. Report Number: BUAD 4440
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Two minor soil features, a shallow cut, C.128 containing three deposits (Contexts 127, 140 and 141) and a possible posthole (C.132) represented the earliest features in Trench 1. Each was revealed in the base of the sequence where they cut the natural substrate (Deposit 130) at a depth of approximately 6.07 m aOD (figure 3.1 and 3.2). Finds recovered from the upper fill of C.128 (Context 127) and Deposits 122, 123 and 124 included, alongside with fragments of brick and pantile, a number of pottery sherds typical of the th th later 17 and early 18 centuries, such as Delft, Plate 4: North Devon gravel tempered wares and BristolTrench 1, Sondage 1, viewed from the southwest type salt glazed stonewares. A small number of th th late 16 and early 17 centuries Malvern Pink wares also recovered from Fill 127 and Deposit 123 but were considered residual due to their eroded appearance (Appendix I). The remains of a possible building foundation (W.129) orientated roughly northwest to southeast was also recorded in the east facing section of Sondage 1 (figure 3.1). The surviving masonry was 750 mm deep, exposed for a length of 2.50 m and constructed from mixed sandstone rubble, brick and green metallic slag, bonded with mid-grey lime-based mortar. The rough face of the masonry indicated that it was trench built through Deposit 121. A modern service pipe housed in concrete (Drain 133) was constructed directly above W.129 and partly truncated the western face of S.153.
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4.2



Trench 2 Figures 2, 3.3 and 3.4, Plates 5-8, Appendices I & II



This trench was located in the southwest of the study area between Temple Way House and the Sandwharf building, less than 10 m north of the Floating Harbour (figure 2, plate 5). General Stratigraphy The removal of c. 360 mm of topsoil (Context 213), 150 mm of concrete (Surface 201) and up to 1.03 m of recent made ground comprising clinker, ash, slag and raw coal (Deposits 226, 219, 220 and 221), exposed the top of the archaeology at around 7.85 m aOD. The trench was excavated to a maximum depth of 2.70 m (6.36 m aOD) below the modern ground surface, although the natural substrate was not reached. Archaeological Features and Deposits A number of soil features, deposits and structures, provisionally th th dated to the 18 and 19 centuries, were exposed in the trench. Concrete Surface 201



The earliest of these was represented by an irregular cut (C.203, figure 3.3), aligned roughly northwest to southwest, Plate 5: which extended beyond the confines of the trial trench to the Trench 2, looking toward the Floating Harbour, east. A deep deposit of industrial waste, comprising soot, ash viewed from the northeast and slag (Context 225) that became gradually coarser towards the base filled the straight-sided cut and was in turn overlain by an even deeper deposit of coarse cinder, slag, brick and rubble (Deposit 222). Finds from the latter included fragments of local, th th yellow and redware pottery dated to the late 18 and 19 centuries (Appendix I). A large stone culvert, Context 205, lay adjacent and on a similar alignment to C.203 and was constructed from roughly coursed mixed limestone and sandstone rubble, with lime-based mortar bonding (figure 3.3). The culvert, formed by two closely set walls covered by a series of larger, flat capstones, was trench built through Layer 229, a sandy loam deposit that contained frequent inclusions of ash and brick. The southern end of the culvert was subsequently destroyed during the construction of W.211/210.



S.206



C.203



Culvert 205



Masonry W.210 and W.211, on average 500 mm Plate 6: wide and up to 400 mm deep, appeared to represent Trench 2, detail of C.203 prior to excavation (left) and Culvert the southeast corner of a larger structure. The 205 (right), viewed from the northeast foundation was formed from large sandstone rubble around a central rubble core and bonded with greyish-brown lime-based mortar flecked throughout with charcoal. The masonry appeared to have a slightly curved face on its northeast F.230 return (W.211, plate 7, left).



W.212



W.210 S.206



The structure clearly post-dated Culvert 205, shown from the re-use of capstones as a possible surface (F.230), but appeared to predate wall fragment W.212.



W.211 D. 222



Plate 7: Detail of posible curvilinear structure (W.210/211 & S.206) and later wall (W.212), with F.230 in background, looking northwest Report Number: BUAD 4440



A further short stretch of masonry, S.206, constructed from sandstone rubble and occasional brick with grey-buff lime mortar bond, although truncated appeared to be associated with W.210/211. 9
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Culvert S.215 was located at the southern end of the trial trench, closely adjacent to and parallel with retaining wall W.224 (figure 3.3, plate 8).



W.224



pile cap S.217



It (S.215) was formed from two parallel lines of brick laid stretcher, two courses deep with dark-grey, lime bond. A single loose deposit of cinder and brick flecked throughout with lime mortar (Context 216) filled the central channel. Excavation demonstrated that the structure (S.215) was founded directly on a layer of large stones contained within a firm clay matrix (Context 228).



S.215 W.212



Wall 224, sited parallel with the floating harbour, survived to ten courses high (920 mm) and was constructed from sandstone, occasional brick with mid-grey lime bond, above a slightly wider substructure of larger sandstone rubble. Plate 8: Trench 2, detailing S.215, retaining wall W.224 and wall W.212, largely obscured by modern pile cap S.217
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Summary Finds Reports by Sarah Newns



Pottery An assemblage of 77 pottery sherds and 12 fragments of CBM was recovered from stratified and unstratified contexts during the evaluation and submitted to ceramics specialist Alejandra Gutiérrez for assessment (see Appendix I). Clay Tobacco Pipe A small number of clay tobacco pipe fragments comprising twelve stem fragments and three bowls were recovered during the evaluation. Two stems and one bowl were recovered from the sequence of deposits recorded in Sondage 1, Trench 1. The bowl, which bears the maker’s name, “I th WILSON”, dating to the early 18 century, was recovered from Context 124, a mixed clay layer that also contained delftware pottery. Two further dateable bowls were recovered from Trench 2, an th th unstratified 19 century bowl and a distinctive 18 century example, described by Oswald (Oswald, 1960) as “American export style”, dated 1700 - 40, from Context 222. Glass Two shards of bottle glass and two glass objects weighing 56 g were recovered from Trench 1. The two pieces of bottle glass comprised a medium-walled body shard, from Context 124 and an unstratified basal shard of dark green glass with pontil mark and a deep kick-up, the latter of th th probable 17 /18 century date. The only stratified object, a small, undated phial of olive green glass, circular in section, standing at least 55 mm high, with a central pontil mark, was recovered th from Context 127, the upper fill of a possible shallow cut (128) dated by pottery to the 17 century. The remaining object, which was unstratified from Trench 1, consisted of a large ground glass stopper, with milling around the internal rim, two sets of four raised dots on its upper surface and pontil mark. Environmental and Technological Remains Bulk samples were taken from the earliest stratified deposits, Contexts 120, 122, 123, 127, 140 and 141, revealed in Trench 1, Sondage 1 and Context 222, Trench 2. The results of the potential of these samples are awaited and the results will be added to the project report as an addendum.
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Discussion & General Conclusions



Two archaeological evaluation trenches (Trenches 1 and 2, above) were opened on the site, in accordance with a Specification for Archaeological Evaluation compiled by CgMs Consulting (Lord, 2008) and approved by the Archaeological Officer for Bristol City Council. The trenches were located to test the presence or absence of significant buried archaeological deposits and structures on the site and, if present, to determine their character and importance and the potential impact future development on the site would have on such remains. th



th



The trenches exposed archaeological deposits and structures of late 17 – 20 century date that pertained to the reclamation and increasing industrialisation of the study area. No evidence was th identified to suggest any significant earlier human activity on the site prior to the 17 century, which confirms conclusions drawn from the preceding desk-based assessment (Pugh, 2006). In Trench 1 the earliest archaeological deposits (Contexts 118 – 126) overlay the natural alluvium, the surface of which was reached at c. 6 m aOD. The nature of these deposits, dated to the late th th 17 and early 18 centuries, appears consistent with activity associated with the consolidation of the natural marsh by means of a series of dumped deposits, which included quantities of industrial waste. Some minor, unspecified structural activity of broadly contemporary date is suggested by the presence of a wall foundation (W.129) built through Layer 122 and earlier deposits and a shallow soil feature (C.128) cut into the surface of the natural alluvium. A small posthole located immediately adjacent to C.128, although aceramic, appeared to contemporaneous. Subsequent deposits and structures recorded in the southern end of Trench 1 included part of a masonry and brick-built structure of possible industrial function, perhaps part of a kiln or furnace th th (Structure B) that are provisionally dated to the 18 to 20 century. Structure A, revealed at the th northern end of Trench 1 seems to correspond with the 19 century Ashmead plan of the area and likely reflects remnants of residential premises shown therein. The structures, along with earlier deposits, were subsequently truncated by the construction of modern pile caps for the foundations of Temple Way House. The top of the archaeology in Trench 1 was reached at approximately 7.80 m aOD. In Trench 2 the earliest archaeological deposit (Context 229) produced no definitive dating but did th yield fragments of brick of probable 18 century type. A subsequent series of large masonry foundations and associated deposits (W.210/211, W.212 and S.206) appeared to reflect remnants of industrial structures, built on the north side of a large retaining wall (W.224). A successive phase of related industrial activity was indicated by brick Culvert 215, aligned parallel to the retaining wall and perpendicular to a larger stone-built culvert (205). Stratified dating evidence for these probable th th industrial structures was limited although their fabric suggests that they relate to 18 -19 century industrial buildings, including an Iron Foundry, shown on Ashmead’s plan of 1855. th



Subsequent deposits and structures of 19 century and later date in Trench 2 appeared to reflect partial demolition of the industrial structures and the backfilling or levelling with industrial waste (Deposit 222). Modern activity was represented by concrete Surface 201 and pile cap, S.217. The top of the archaeology in Trench 2 was reached at approximately 7.85 m aOD. th



th



Both trenches exposed archaeological deposits and structures of late 17 to 20 century date pertaining to the reclamation and increasing industrialisation of the study area. Overall the character of activity represented appears consistent with documentary evidence, although the detailed character of the structures identified, in particular the suggested industrial structures, could not have been predicted from documentary sources alone. No evidence was located to suggest significant human activity on the site prior to the late 17 century.



th



None of the archaeological deposits or finds located in the trial trenches are considered to be of National Importance (DoE; 1990). Furthermore, none of the deposits or structures identified in the Report Number: BUAD 4440
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trenches appears to be of sufficient quality or importance to justify preservation in-situ at the expense of development.
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Appendix I The Ceramics by Alejandra Gutiérrez A small group of pottery sherds, amounting to 77 sherds (5.8 kg), was recovered from the excavation. A single sherd of medieval pottery was found, the rest being all of post-medieval and modern date (late 17th−19th centuries). Quantification by context is provided in Table 3. Medieval wares ‘Bath A’ (BPT 46). Avon Valley? Late 11th–13th centuries (Vince 1979). Grey throughout. Abundant mica, rare calcareous inclusions, moderate glassy quartz 


A single sherd was found unstratified in Context 100. The sherd is that of an everted rim of typical profile, belonging to an unglazed jar. Since no medieval stratigraphy was excavated this sherd is an intrusion from elsewhere. Later wares (late 17th century onwards) Earthenwares: Malvern Chase post-medieval ware (no BPT). Worcestershire. 16th–17th centuries (Vince 1977; Shoesmith 1985). Light pinkish-orange throughout. Occasional inclusions of rock of varying sizes, usually 1–2 mm. Transparent or brown partial glaze. Wheel-made. Somerset glazed wares (BPT 285). Post-medieval (Coleman-Smith and Pearson 1988; Gutiérrez 2007). Generally orange throughout, but occasionally with grey core or surfaces. No visible inclusions. Wheel-made. Plain glazed wares in green or brown. North Devon gravel-tempered wares (BPT 112). Late 17th−18th century (Allan 1984). Grey or orange core, grey interior margin and surface, orange exterior margin and surface. Super abundant quartz up to 6 mm; abundant milky quartz up to 3 mm; sparse limestone up to 2 mm; moderate slate 
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It is believed that the production of Malvern wares decreased by the time Bristol slipwares and gravel-tempered wares from Devon appear in the archaeological record at the end of the 17th century (Vince 1977, 288). On that basis the sherds from Contexts 123 and 127 are the earliest of the post-medieval sherds and should date to the earlier part of the 17th century, that is if they are not residual (both sherds from Context 123 are very worn). The rest of the assemblage dates mainly to the 18th century and includes north Devon graveltempered wares, delftwares, Bristol/Staffordshire slipwares and early Bristol stonewares. The delftwares are of interest and include plain, well-known types, such as ointment jars and a straightsided jar; among the decorated wares there is a flat-bottomed dish with floral decoration (P1) and a fluted dish (P2) of the early 18th century with parallels from London (Archer 1997, B197). The early Bristol stoneware is a tankard with the distinctive salt-glazed brown surfaces (P3). The latest pottery on site dates to the 19th century and most of it was unstratified (from context 200). It comprises a group of almost complete stonewares, including 13 different vessels: — two large flagons, — a large flagon, with black-printed letters: [...]N LANGTON / LIMITED / [...S]PIRIT MER[CHANT], — a large jug/jar, — a small bottle, with black-printed letters: HALLS OXFORD BREWERY, LD / SWAN BREWERY, / OXFORD, / HOME BREWED / GINGER BEER. There is an impressed stamp at the side, near the base, reading: POWELL / BRISTOL (P4), — two small bottles, with black-printed letters: * SWANSEA ...[BRE]WERIES * SWANSEA / ORANGE ST, around the a drawing with the legend ‘INVICTA’. There is an impressed stamp at the back, near the base, reading: POWELL / BRISTOL, around the drawing of a heart (P5), — a small bottle (only with transparent glaze), with black-printed letters around an oval: [... ST] AUSTELL... (P6) — fragments of two further small bottles, one with ochre glaze — two almost complete circular lids, both ochre-glazed on exterior surface (P7, P8). One stamped on the underside: POWELL / BRISTOL, with the drawing of a clover leaf in the centre, — a sherd from a flagon/jar, ochre-glazed on exterior surface. Most of these are drink bottles of different sizes, which might represent domestic refuse or may derive from a nearby public house. Powell’s stamp is traditionally dated to c1830−1906 (Cushion 1994, 292), the main period of manufacture of such potteries in Thomas Street, Bristol (Pountney 1972, 248−250). Powell was the developer of the feldspar-glazed stoneware with the characteristic ochre finish, which was also manufactured at other centres, especially London. At Fulham, for example, ginger beer bottles of almost identical profile and glaze were also produced with the London stamp (Green 1999, Fig 138). Both trenches produced similar numbers of pottery sherds (38 sherds from Trench 1 and 39 from Trench 2), but weight is almost four times more significant in Trench 2 (4.5 kg; 1.2 kg in Trench 1). This is due to the group of stonewares from context 200, which represents 93% of all the weight from Trench 2. Only five other sherds (just over 200g) were stratified in this trench, mainly from context 222 and also of early 19th century. The character of the assemblage from Trench 1 is slightly earlier, containing mainly 18th-century wares of domestic nature, such as tablewares (delft, slipwares), ointment pots and other utilitarian wares (such as pancheons and bowls, Table 1).
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Temple Way House, Narrow Plain, Bristol. Archaeological Trial Excavation Fabric Trench 1 stratified Bristol/Staffs slipware Delft Delft Delft Delft Early Bristol-type stoneware Malvern pink ware Malvern pink ware? Mottled ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware South Somerset redware Westerwald stoneware Trench 1 u/s Bone china Bristol/Staffs slipware Delft Delft Delft North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware Nottingham-type stoneware Pearlware



BPT



Fabric date



Form



Sherds



gr



Minimum number of vessels



BPT 100, 331 BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99 HERB5



late 17th−18thC 18thC 18thC 18thC 18thC 17th−18thC late 16thC−17thC



dish dish oinment jar bowl straight jar tankard bowl?



BPT 211 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 285 BPT 95



18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC post-med late 17th−18thC



handled bowl? pancheon jar handled jar jars? jug



2 4 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 4 1 2 1



93 96 16 50 5 65 10 24 8 206 141 30 50 4



1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1



1790s+



bowl



1



45



1



late 17th−18thC 18thC 18thC 18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC late 17th−18thC 1775s +



dish dish dish chamber pot bowl jar oval bowl jam jar



1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1



6 7 6 74 39 129 83 46



1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



BPT 100, 331 BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 212



Table 1 Distribution of vessels by ware type in Trench 1



Illustrated pottery P1 Delftware dish. Cream fabric with over-all bluish white tin glaze; blue-painted decoration on interior surface only. Context 122, 3 sherds. P2 Delftware dish with fluted rim. Cream fabric with over-all white tin glaze; blue-painted decoration on interior surface only. Context 119, 1 sherd. P3 Stoneware tankard. Grey fabric with salt-glazed brown glaze on interior and exterior (orangepeel or ‘tiger’ appearance). Context 125, 2 sherds. P4 Small bottle for ginger beer. Grey fabric with ochre glaze on exterior and thin grey glaze on interior (unglazed underbase). Black transfer-printed lettering for Swan Brewery, Oxford. Impressed stamp at the side, near the base, reading: POWELL / BRISTOL, around the drawing of a heart. Context 200, 3 sherds. P5 Small bottle. Grey fabric with ochre glaze on exterior and thin grey glaze on interior (unglazed underbase). Black transfer-printed lettering for Swansea Breweries. Impressed stamp at the side, near the base, reading: POWELL / BRISTOL, around the drawing of a heart. Context 200, 2 sherds. P6 Small bottle. Grey fabric with over-all transparent glaze, except for the underbase, which is unglazed. Black transfer-printed lettering. Context 200, 2 sherds. P7 Deep, circular lid. Grey fabric with ochre-glazed on exterior surface, unglazed sides and undersurface. Stamped on the underside: POWELL / BRISTOL, with the drawing of a clover leaf in the centre. Context 200,1 sherd. P8 Flat, circular lid. Grey fabric with ochre-glazed on exterior surface, unglazed undersurface. Context 200, 1 sherd.
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CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL The ceramic building recovered from both trenches is insignificant in numbers and of post-medieval date. There are a few small fragments of brick of typical red fabric in varying thicknesses (Table 2). One of them has a very worn and smooth upper surface and may have been used as flooring, although it is burnt on one side (Context 140). Another brick fragment still retains remains of mortar, including the broken side, suggesting it may have been re-used (Context 127). All the roof tiles recovered are those of modern pantiles; these are only small sherds (Table 2). Three sherds of modern sanitary stoneware pipe (brown-glazed) were also found in Context 122; these have metal adhered to the inside surface and were submitted for XRF for identification. Phil Clogg reports very little copper in the exterior glaze of the sherds, but some tin, whereas the interior area shows significant levels of tin, some copper, zinc and some lead. This could represent contamination from burial environment and through close association with a copper-alloy object (now degraded). Context



Material



Sherds



gr



Thickness



Comments



127 127



brick brick



1 1



120 431



6.8 cm 5.5 cm



140



brick



1



188



5.6 cm



204 123 127



brick pantile pantile



1 1 2



332 459 226



140 122



pantile sanitary stoneware pipe



2 3



75 307



5.3 cm 1.6 cm 1.6 and 1.3 cm 1.1 cm



sliver corner; some traces of mortar on 4 sides, including broken side (reused?) upper surface smooth/worn; side burnt; from fireplace or floor? red fabric, sanded undersurface red fabric, sanded undersurface arrived broken in bits; large white inclusions red-purple fabric with black inclusions red-purple fabric with black inclusions copper-alloy concretions on interior surface



Table 2 Distribution of ceramic building material References Allan, J, 1984 Medieval and post-medieval finds from Exeter, 1971-1980, Exeter Archaeological Reports 3, Exeter Archer, M, 1997 Delftware. The tin-glazed earthenware of the British Isles, London Coleman-Smith, R and Pearson, T, 1988 Donyatt Potteries, Chichester Cushion, J P, 1994 Pocket book of British ceramic marks, London (4rd ed) Green, C, 1999 John Dwight’s Fulham pottery. Excavations 1971−79, English Heritage Archaeological Report 6, London Gutiérrez, A, 2007 ‘Post-Roman pottery’, in C Gerrard with M Aston (eds) The Shapwick Project. A rural landscape explored, Society for Medieval Archaeology Monograph 25, Leeds, 603–674 Jackson, R, 2003 ‘Late 17th-century stoneware waste from the Tower Harratz Pottery, Bristol’, Post-Medieval Archaeology 37 (2), 217−220 Pountney, W J, 1972 Old Bristol potteries, Wakefield (2nd ed) Shoesmith, R, 1985 Hereford City Excavations, volume 3: the finds, CBA Research Report 56 Vince, A, 1977 ‘The medieval and post-medieval ceramic industry of the Malvern region: the study of a ware and its distribution’, in D P S Peacock (ed) Pottery and early commerce. Characterisation and trade in Roman and later ceramics, London, 257–305 Vince, A, 1979 ‘Fabric types’, in B Cunliffe (ed) Excavations in Bath 1950-1975, Committee for Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and Somerset Excavation Report 1, 27–51
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Figure 1 Illustrated pottery: delftware (P1 and P2) and stonewares (P3−P8) Report Number: BUAD 4440
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Appendix II Summarised Harris Matrices



Trench 2



Trench 1
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Appendix III Full Description of the Deposits Recorded in Sondage 1, Trench 1: from latest to earliest Context 118 – silt-clay, Munsell colour: 7.5YR 5/2, containing frequent flecks of lime mortar and some larger fragments, lenses of smeared charcoal, rare brick fragments and frequent small to medium sized stone. The layer survived to a maximum depth of 250 mm, was truncated by modern pile Cut 153 and sealed Context 119. Context 119 –homogeneous, sandy clay loam, Munsell colour: 7.5YR 4/1, containing occasional lime and charcoal flecking, rare peagrits and occasional larger stone, tips slightly northwards and th tapers away to the south. Finds include a single fragment from an 18 century Delft dish. Sealed beneath Layer 118 the deposit, at maximum 330 mm deep, in turn sealed Context 120. Context 120 – between 400 and 800 mm thick, this gritty deposit, Munsell colour: 5YR 5/6, tips northward, tapering off to the south and contains rare flecks of lime mortar with occasional fragments of slag and limestone rubble. The deposit sealed Context 121. Context 121 – very soft gritty sandy loam, Munsell colour: 7.5YR 5/1, containing rare charcoal flecks, occasional large lime fragments and large rubble with lime mortar flecking throughout. The deposit was truncated during the construction of S.153 and survived to a maximum depth of 450 mm. It sealed Context 122. Context 122 – plastic silty clay loam, Munsell colour: 10YR 2/1, containing few visible inclusions. th Maximum depth 150 mm. Finds from the deposit include examples of 18 century Delft wares, North Devon gravel tempered wares and Westwald stonewares. Of particular interest were several fragments from a sanitary stoneware pipe (brown glazed) with copper-alloy concretions adhering to the interior surface. The deposit (Context 122) was sealed by Context 121 and in turn sealed Context 123. Context 123 – was of identical colour and composition to Deposit 120 and survived to a maximum th depth of 260 mm, finds include a single sherd of abraded sherd of Malvern pink ware (late 16 – th 17 century) alongside fragments of North Devon gravel tempered wares and pantile fragments th th (17 –18 century). The deposit in turn sealed Context 124. Context 124 – gritty, sandy clay, Munsell colour: 10YR 4/1, containing lenses of ?tea green marl, clinker, slag and occasional lime mortar and charcoal flecking. Maximum depth 200 mm. Finds th th th include examples of late 17 – 18 century Bristol/staffs and 18 century Delft wares along with a small clay tobacco bowl dated 1707-1722. This deposit in turn sealed Context 125. Context 125 – homogeneous clay, Munsell colour: 7.5YR 7/3, with few inclusions, maximum depth 100 mm. Very difficult to distinguish this deposit from Fill 127. Finds recovered from this deposit th th include part of an early (17 – 18 century) Bristol-type stoneware tankard. The deposit overlay both Context 126 and Fill 127. Context 126 – gritty clay layer, Munsell colour: 2.5YR 6/2, with rare inclusions of charcoal and raw coal and occasional small stones. Maximum depth 150 mm. No finds were recovered from this deposit that in turn sealed the underlying natural substrate (Context 130). Context 127 – plastic clay, Munsell colour: 7.5YR 6/2, rare fragments of CBM, lime flecking and rare grits. Finds recovered from the deposit, upper fill of Cut 128, included a residual sherd of th th Malvern pink ware (late 16 – 17 century), plus fragments from a Bristol-type (tiger) stoneware th th tankard and North Devon gravel tempered ware jar (17 – 18 centuries). Four fragments of brick and pantile were also recovered from the deposit, which overlay Context 140. Context 140 – plastic blue-grey clay, rare sand, charcoal flecking, small stone and oyster shell, th secondary fill of Cut 128. Finds include an 18 century pantile and brick fragment. Context 141 – homogeneous soft, plastic clay, Munsell colour: 10YR 7/3, rare gravel inclusions. No finds of any description were recovered from the primary fill of Cut 128. Report Number: BUAD 4440
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Figure 1 Location of the Study Area



The Study Area Plans and maps based on the Ordnance Survey Sheets are reproduced by the permission of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. BRISTOL
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Figure 2 Boundary of the Study Area, outlined in red, showing the Location of Evaluation Trenches 1 and 2 N
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Figure 3 N
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Table 3 Quantification of the pottery Context 100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 222 200 200 200 200



Fabric Bath A blue-printed bone china blue-printed pearlware (oriental) Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware



BPT BPT 46



Form cw jar bowl bowl? large flagon large flagon jug large jar/flagon



Sherds 1 1 1 8 1 7 1



gr 24 45 14 1811 168 435 58



Rims 1



BPT 277 BPT 277 BPT 277 BPT 277



Fabric date 12th−14thC 1790s + c1775−1810 19thC 19thC 19thC 19thC



200



Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware



BPT 277



19thC



small bottle



3



467



1



200



Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware



BPT 277



19thC



small bottle



2



302



1



200 200



Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware



BPT 277 BPT 277



19thC 19thC



small bottle small bottle



1 2



87 263



1



200 200 200 200



Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware



BPT 277 BPT 277 BPT 277 BPT 277



19thC 19thC 19thC 19thC



small bottle medium bottle/flagon lid lid



2 1 1 1



203 67 181 185



1 1 1 1



200 124 100 (u/s) 119



Bristol feldspar-glazed stoneware Bristol/Staffs slipware Bristol/Staffs slipware Delft



BPT 277 BPT 100, 331 BPT 100, 331 BPT 99



19thC late 17th−18thC late 17th−18thC 18thC



flagon/jar dish dish dish



1 2 1 1



31 93 6 12



122 122 124 124



Delft Delft Delft Delft



BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99



18thC 18thC 18thC 18thC



dish oinment jar bowl? bowl



3 1 2 1



84 16 34 16



1 1



127



Delft



BPT 99



18thC



albarello



1



5



1



100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 125 127 127 123 222



Delft Delft Delft early Bristol-type stoneware (tiger) early Bristol-type stoneware (tiger) Malvern pink ware Malvern pink ware? modern local yellow ware?



BPT 99 BPT 99 BPT 99



18thC 18thC 18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC late 16th−17thC



dish dish chamber pot tankard tankard? bowl?



19thC?



jug?



1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1



7 6 74 50 15 10 24 7



HERB5



1 1



1



1 1



Comments base; decoration on int base and ext blue motif on int base and all ext; oriental theme top half ochre-glazed whole rim; no ochre, only transparent glaze neck with concentric incised lines; top half ochre-glazed ochre-glazed with black lettering: ...N LANGTON / LIMITED / [...S]PIRIT MER... ochre-glazed all over ext; black lettering: HALLS OXFORD BREWERY, LD (swan drawing in centre) / SWAN BREWERY, / OXFORD, / HOME BREWED / GINGER BEER. Stamped on back near base in oval; POWELL (heart with) / BRISTOL ochre-glazed all over ext; black lettering: * SWANSEA ...[BRE]WERIES * SWANSEA / ORANGE ST (drawing in centre with ‘INVICTA’). Stamped on back near base in oval; POWELL (heart) / BRISTOL rim and neck; ochre on neck and rim only bottom part only; ochre-glazed all ext; with black letters * SWANSEA * ORANGE ST. Stamped on back near base in oval: POWELL (heart) / BRISTOL no ochre glaze; black lettering in an oval: AUSTELL no ochre glaze unglazed on underside; ochre-glazed on ext surface unglazed on underside; ochre-glazed on ext surface. Stamped on underside: POWELL (clover) / BRISTOL neck; ochre glaze ext



cream fabric and over-all white tin glaze; fluted rim; blue dec on int. Shape very similar to Archer B197 cream fabric and over-all bluish white tin glaze; blue dec on int (flowers) orange fabric, plain bluish-grey white tin glaze int+ext. Price type 109 footring base white tin glaze int+ext; blue painted dec on flange, concentric lines on int wall orange fabric, bluish white tin glaze int+ext; blue painted decoration of concentric lines on ext wall bluish white tin glaze int+ext, blue painted dec sponged blue dec; orange fabric, white tin int+ext cream fabric, white thick tin glaze all-over; strap handle straight wall. Probably same vessel as that from 127 ? ‘tiger’ salt glaze int+ext; grey fabric; little strap handle green and transparent glaze int; burnt base very eroded and soft yellowish-grey glaze int+ext; with a band of brown. Rilled wall with two band of beaded dec



222 124 122 123 124 127 100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 100 (u/s) 124 140 200 200 222 122 200 209 TOTAL



modern redwares (C20) Mottled ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware North Devon gravel tempered ware Nottingham-type stoneware plain pearlware South Somerset redware South Somerset redware South Somerset redware South Somerset redware South Somerset redware Westerwald stoneware Westerwald stoneware Westerwald stoneware



BPT 336 BPT 211 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 112 BPT 212 BPT 285 BPT 285 BPT 285 BPT 285 BPT 285 BPT 95 BPT 95 BPT 95



18th−19thC 18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC 17th−18thC late 17th−18thC 1775s + post-med post-med post-med post-med post-med late 17th−18thC late 17th−18thC late 17th−18thC



jar? handled bowl? pancheon jar jar handled jar bowl jar oval bowl jam jar jar? jug bowl/dish jug jug



1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 77



149 8 206 73 68 30 39 129 83 46 47 3 77 2 23 4 9 18 5814



brown glaze int 1 1



1



1



brown glaze int dark green glaze int green glazed int brown glaze int brown glaze int; burnt base green glaze int; base brown glaze int+ext base; stamped on underside NEWC[ASTLE]; vertical rills unglazed int and ext; silty with grey core brown gl int brown glaze int and ext only rim and neck; rilled neck sliver, brown glazed green glazed int; red wash ext. Silty, red fabric sliver with transparent glaze blue decoration only rilled rim with a band of purple
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